Culture Food

Cool customers

A pharmacist and an economics graduate from Italy are breaking the ice-cream mould
with creations that challenge the taste buds and the laws of gravity. Here’s the scoop.

Relationships with local producers
became key, too. The couple sourced the
best-quality organic ingredients they could
find from producers they loved.
Their little shop in Queen Street grew in
popularity and the ice cream became
increasingly more creative. Toppings such as
torched meringue with gold honeycomb
balls, dark chocolate, freeze-dried raspberry
powder and cocoa nibs, and glossy goldflecked chocolate shell became the norm.
Giapo was in his happy place – creating
and pushing the boundaries of culinary
expectations. “Creating makes me feel so
alive... It gives meaning to my life.”
Each new creation was more beautiful
than the last and his ice creams were now
very much in the “food as art” category.
Completing a degree in applied science at
AUT gave Giapo the technical and scientific
tools to become even more inventive.
His ice cream on Yorkshire pudding was

STO RY A L E X I A SA N TA M A R I A P H OTO G RAP H Y A D R I A N MA LLOC H

IF GIANPAOLO AND ANNAROSA Grazioli
had come from a small Italian village and
brought a generations-old family tradition
of ice cream-making to New Zealand, it
would have made the perfect artisan fairy
tale. But the real story is much more
interesting and makes their success as two
of this country’s best-loved ice cream
makers all the more impressive.
Annarosa is a qualified pharmacist and
Gianpaolo (Giapo) has an economics degree
and studied shipping and transport in
London. They came on holiday to New
Zealand in 2004 and immediately wanted to
move here. “It’s hard to explain,” says Giapo.
“It was just love at first sight and I felt a huge
immediate connection with the place.” And
move they did – to Auckland in 2006.
Giapo worked at a trading company and
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Annarosa as a pharmacology tutor at the
University of Auckland until they started
their culinary adventure in 2008.
It may seem like a leap from these careers to
running a gelateria, but the Graziolis’ love
affair with food runs deep. “I love food. I love
to learn more about it every day,” says Giapo.
“It is an incredible medium to communicate
feelings and emotions. I like how food is a
sociable thing and now I really understand its
cultural importance.
“As a child, I observed the hours of work my
grandmother, mum and aunties put into
preparing a meal. Sometimes it would take
days or weeks around the big holidays. That
made me realise food wasn’t just something
nutritional, but much more than that.”
The idea of a culinary enterprise had been
brewing long before the Graziolis left Italy.

When Giapo was studying, he worked as an
apprentice baker. The move to New Zealand
was the perfect time to make a foodbusiness dream a reality.
The couple opened an Auckland patisserie
in 2008 and it lasted a grand total of three
months. “It was so painful to have our
dream fail so soon, not to mention what it
cost us,” says Annarosa. “But we didn’t want
to give up, and realised gelato was actually
where our heart was.”
And so Giapo was born. The dream was to
create a new model for making ice cream – a
collision of cuisine, art and science with a very
strong focus on customer experience. Those
who came into the shop were encouraged to
try flavours and talk to the servers before
committing to a choice, rather than just
pointing at what they thought might taste nice.

This page clockwise from top left: Annarosa works on the Chef’s Table
Experience; Giapo and Annarosa Grazioli in front of their shop; the busy
store; the couple work on Handcut Hot Chips in a Cone; Annarosa
constructs a Colossal Squid and Giapo creates Handcut Hot Chips in a
Cone. Opposite: Chef Mandeep Kaur preps a Giapo Buono ice cream.
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reported in British newspapers and the shop
was featured in international publications.
It was named 10th-best gelateria in the
world by Italian website Dissapore.
Instagrammers flocked there because
everything that came out of Giapo was
picture-perfect as well as delicious. The
following was almost cult-like.
But serving up to 1200 people a day from
a tiny space became impossible and early last
year, Giapo and Annarosa (now also parents
to two primary-school children, Francesca
and Pasquale) knew it was time to move.
Their new space in Britomart precinct,
with its kitchen full of the sort of toys and
tools you’d find in a science lab, allowed
Giapo to innovate further and he created
moulds for “ice cream sculptures”, such as
the now legendary Colossal Squid and the
Sky Tower. He could also shake off the
constraints of traditional gelato-making.
The couple devised a new menu of familiar
international foods people love but have
never imagined experiencing in ice cream
form – pani puri (an Indian snack), poutine
(chips, cheese and gravy), dumplings and
arancini (stuffed rice) balls.
They’ve also launched the Chef ’s Table
Experience in their R&D kitchen, where 14
courses of their most magnificent creations
are paired with music. This grew out of
Giapo’s AUT research on the hedonistic
influences of music on food.
“I saw that ice cream had the potential to
be more expressive and gastronomical than
it had been. It’s the most popular dessert
food in the world and it did not seem right
that it always had to look the same in cones
and cups or on sticks.”
He’s certainly succeeded there – ice cream
in Auckland has never been the same since
Giapo opened its doors.
giapo.com
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——
‘Ice cream is the most
popular dessert food in the
world and it did not seem
right that it always had to
look the same in cones and
cups or on sticks.’

——

Clockwise from top left: Creative cones Garden
Strawberry, Giapo Buono, Cream Donut, The Kiss
and Afghan in a Selfie Cone; Giapo and Handcut
Hot Chips in a Cone; Annarosa presents Giapo
edible art; Chocolate Sky Towers on the way.

